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Signatures of a hidden osmi mi rowave ba kground
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If there is a hidden photon { i.e. a light abelian gauge boson in the hidden se tor { its kineti
mixing with the standard photon an produ e a hidden osmi mi rowave ba kground (hCMB).
For meV masses, resonant os illations $ happen after nu leosynthesis (BBN) but before CMB
de oupling, in reasing the e e tive number of neutrinos (Ne ) but also the baryon to photon ratio
at de oupling. The urrent agreement between BBN and CMB data provides new onstraints on
the kineti mixing. However, if one in ludes Lyman- data, Ne > 3 is preferred. It is tempting to
interpret this e e t in terms of the hCMB. Interestingly, the required parameters will be tested in
the near future by laboratory experiments.
0

PACS numbers: 14.70.Pw, 98.80.Cq

Most embeddings of the standard model into a more
uni ed theory, in parti ular the ones based on supergravity or superstrings, predi t the existen e of a hidden se tor whose inhabitants have only very weak intera tions
with the standard model. The gauge intera tions in the
hidden se tor generi ally involve U(1) fa tors. Usually, it
is assumed that the orresponding gauge bosons are very
heavy, in order to avoid observational onstraints. However, in realisti string ompa ti ations, one of these
hidden photons may indeed be light, with a mass in the
sub-eV range, arising from a Higgs or Stu kelberg me hanism. In this ase, the dominant intera tion with the
visible se tor photon will be through gauge kineti mixing [1℄, i.e. the system an be parametrized by the lowenergy e e tive Lagrangian,
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where F and B are the photon (A ) and hidden photon (B  ) eld strengths. The dimensionless mixing parameter sin  an be generated at an arbitrarily high energy s ale and does not su er from any kind of mass
suppression from the messenger parti les ommuni ating
between the visible and the hidden se tor. This makes it
an extremely powerful probe of high s ale physi s. Typi al predi ted values for  in realisti string ompa ti ations range between 10 16 and 10 2 [2℄.
The most prominent impli ation of the kineti mixing term is that photons are no longer massless propagation modes. Similar to neutrino mixing the propagation
and the intera tion eigenstates are misaligned. The kineti mixing term an be removed by hanging the basis
fA; B g ! fAR ; S g, where AR = os A, S = B sin A.
Sin e A and AR di er only by a typi ally unobservable
harge renormalization we will drop the R subs ript from
now on. In the fA; S g basis the kineti term is diagonal
but kineti mixing provides an o -diagonal term in the
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mass-squared matrix,


m2 sin 2 m2 sin  os 
:
(2)
m2 sin  os  m2 os2 
As a result one expe ts va uum photon-sterile os illations [3℄ as in the ase of e  .
In this letter, we examine the impli ations of this
simple s enario for late osmology. We fo us on the
meV mass range where a thermal population of hidden
photons an be reated through resonant os illations
after BBN but before CMB de oupling. This `hidden
CMB' (hCMB) will ontribute to the e e tive number
of additional neutrinos at de oupling and, sin e some
photons will disappear, will in rease the baryon to
photon ratio with respe t to the BBN value. Moreover,
we will argue that possible distortions of the thermal
nature of the CMB spe trum are very small in the
parameter range allowed by other onstraints.
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0

0
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E e ts of a post BBN hCMB produ tion.- Let us assume
that at the time of BBN there is no hidden photon thermal bath present. For the ase where kineti mixing is
the only intera tion with standard model parti les, this
will be justi ed later. Additional light parti les harged
under the hidden U(1)h would appear as mini harged
parti les (MCPs) whi h ould mediate the formation of a
hCMB before BBN. Given the existent onstraints on the
number of additional neutrinos at BBN and on MCPs [4℄
we will not dis uss this possibility here and fo us instead
on the ase when there is only a hidden photon.
The os illation of photons into hidden-se tor photons
de reases the photon number and energy density (n ;  )
leaving the total energy un hanged. The key parameter
will be the fra tion of  that is onverted into hidden
photons, x   = .
We will see that inelasti pro esses are e e tive after
hCMB de oupling. Therefore the remaining photons will
regain a bla k body distribution, albeit, due to the energy
loss, at a lower temperature,
1
(3)
Tafter = (1 x) 4 Tbefore :
0
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Sin e neutrinos remain un hanged during the hCMB
formation, the ratio of neutrino and photon temperatures will also in rease. The invisible energy density (in radiation) at de oupling an be estimated using
CMB anisotropies and is often quoted as the e e tive
number of `standard' neutrinos, by normalizing it with
(7=8)(4=11)4=3 . In our ase,
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is the sum of neutrino and hidden photon ontributions.
Strong limits on Ne at de oupling arise from global
ts of CMB anisotropies alone [5℄ or ombined with large
s ale stru ture data [6℄. In lusion of Lyman- data favors
values Ne > 3 [7℄, although this might well be due to
systemati s [8℄. A re ent analysis of WMAP5 plus other
CMB anisotropy probes, large s ale stru ture (no Ly- )
and supernovae data provides [9℄

Ne = 2:9+21::04 (95% C:L:) ;

(5)

whi h, using the standard, Nstd = 3:046, turns (5) into

x . 0:20 :

(6)

As a onservative example of the in lusion of Ly- data
we propose Ne = 3:8+21::06 (95% C:L:) [8℄, suggesting x '
0:1. It is worth noting however that values as high as
Ne = 5:3 an be found also in the literature [7℄.
Sin e n is proportional to T 3 , the baryon to photon
ratio (whi h would otherwise remain onstant) is also
modi ed a ording to
3

after = (1 x) 4 before :

(7)

Indeed the value for  inferred from the abundan es of the
light elements produ ed at BBN and the one obtained by
measuring temperature u tuations in the CMB [9℄ agree
within their error bars,

BBN = 5:7+00::89  10 10 (95% C:L:);
CMB = 6:14+00::325  10 10 (95% C:L:);

(8)
(9)

whi h allows us to set the bound x . 0:32.

Photon os illations in the early universe plasma.- The
formalism to study the dynami s of a thermal bath of
parti les that undergo ` avor' os illations among the different spe ies was developed some time ago [10, 11℄, for
a textbook treatment see [12℄.
The state of an ensemble of and 0 is des ribed by a
2-by-2 density matrix,
1
(10)
 = (1 + P  ) ;
2
where  has the Pauli matri es as omponents and P is
a ` avor polarization ve tor' arrying all the information

of the ensemble. The modulus jPj gives the degree of
oheren e, Pz = 1 ( 1) orresponding to a pure ( 0 )
state, while jPj = 0 to a ompletely in oherent state,
whi h of ourse de nes the state of ` avor equilibrium'.
The transverse omponents Px;y ontain the quantum
orrelations.
The time evolution of the ensemble is given by a preession of P ( avor os illations) and a shrinking of its
transverse omponent (de oheren e due to absorption
and s attering), a ording to Stodolsky's formula [11℄

P_ = V  P DPT :
Here V is the ` avor magneti
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where ! is the ; 0 energy and we have in luded the refra tion properties of the medium (basi ally an ele tron
plasma) as a photon `e e tive mass', given by the plasma
frequen y !P2 ' 4 ne =me with the ne-stru ture onstant, and me ; ne the ele tron mass and density.
The damping fa tor D equals half the ollision rate
of photons [11℄, here dominated by Thomson s attering,
2
2
C ' 8 =(3me )ne .
Before dealing with the details of the al ulation, we
will try to gain some intuition about the main points of
0 system. For temperatures
the osmology of the
below 0:04 me  20 keV, ele trons and positrons have
annihilated leaving an ele tron reli density whi h balan es the harge of protons, namely ne ' nB =  n =
 2 (3)T 3=2 . Using the BBN entral value (8), we nd

!P2

' (0:16

meV)2



T
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:
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As the universe expands, the density de reases and so
do the plasma mass and absorption rate. The ratio
R  ! C =!P2 is, however, independent of ne and very
small, 2 !=(3me )  10 5(!=keV). Therefore the damping term D in (11) is typi ally smaller than the pre ession
rate , the only possible ex eption being the resonant
ase to be dis ussed later. In this situation we an use
the pre ession-averaged PT in (11), whi h then turns into
_ =jPji = os2 2e sin2 2e C =2 [12℄. Under these
hjPj
onditions a signi ant hCMB will form if the rate
~  1 os2 2e sin2 2e C
(14)
2
ex eeds the expansion rate of the universe, given by the
Hubble parameter H = 2:5  10 22 (T=keV)2 eV.
Iso ontours of ~ =H = 1 have been plotted in Fig. 1,
showing the possible history of the hCMB formation for
di erent values of m and sin . During its evolution,
the universe moves on a horizontal line of xed  from
0
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FIG. 1: Iso ontours of ~ =H = 1 for di erent
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high temperature (right) to low temperatures (left). We
an learly distinguish three di erent regimes separated
in time by a resonant peak o urring at T res, the temperature at whi h !P2 has de reased enough to mat h exa tly
m2 os 2.
a) In an early stage, for T  T res, !P is so large that
the hidden photon is omparatively massless; photons
are very lose to being both intera tion and propagation
0 os illations are strongly suppressed
eigenstates and
by the e e tive mixing angle given by
0

sin 2e

m2

' !2
P

0

sin 2  sin 2 :

time, the simple riterion ~ =H > 1 is not suÆ ient to
ensure that a sizable hCMB is produ ed. A ordingly
we have to al ulate the integrated produ tion.
In the vi inity of the resonan e, the os illation frequen y is minimal (res  m2 sin 2=(2!)) and indeed
typi ally mu h smaller than the damping fa tor C . The
evolution of P in a general `strong damping' regime was
studied in [11℄ where it was found that the avor relaxation rate is given by
D
sin2 2
1
= VT2 2
= 2
;
(16)
D + Vz 2 r + ( os 2 y)2 C
with y  !P2 =m2 and r  ! C =m2 . The strong damping ondition reads simply r  sin 2. In the interesting
region  . 6  10 6 this is typi ally ful lled be ause
r ' R ' 10 5(!=keV). At the low energy end of the
spe trum we will typi ally violate the strong damping
regime, but this region ontributes omparatively little
to the energy density.
The physi al meaning of (16) is lear regarding (11).
Sin e D damps PT , P will rapidly be ome atta hed to
the z axis (regardless of the initial value). Note that, for
jVT j   sin 2e = 0, PT = 0 is a stationary solution
of (11) for whi h the produ tion rate would vanish. Now
let us swit h on a small VT 6= 0. The pre ession aused
by VT tries to move P away from the z -axis. However,
any transverse omponent is immediately damped away
again be ause D  jVT j. While the pre ession keeps
jPj onstant, it is de reased by the damping. Therefore,
while the dire tion of P will remain roughly onstant, its
modulus will slowly de rease in time and we approa h
` avor equilbrium' at a rate (16).
Integrating Eqs. (11), (16) over time we an al ulate
the $ 0 transition probability,
0
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(15)

This is in ontrast to the usual osmology of exoti partiles. Light hidden photons are ompletely de oupled for
high enough temperatures (as long as their only relevant
oupling is the kineti mixing). This justi es our earlier
laim and allows us to set the initial onditions for the
0 system to Pz = +1, i.e. a pure photon bath without
hidden photons. As the temperature approa hes T res,
sin 2e in reases and an even be enhan ed ompared
to sin 2. Hidden photons will be e e tively produ ed
when rossing the ~ =H = 1 line in Fig. 1.
b) In a small region around T res, the produ tion an be
e e tive even for very small . Unfortunately, the preession average is not justi ed be ause typi ally res 
m2 sin 2=(2!)  D. Below we provide details on the
al ulation in this regime.
) For T  T res, the averaging pro edure is again
justi ed. In this regime, m  !P and we reover the well known va uum ase. The evolution will
again freeze out after rossing the ~ =H = 1 line in Fig. 1.
0

0

Resonant produ tion.- >From Fig. 1 it is lear that for
 . 610 6 (larger values are ex luded by laboratory experiments, see Fig. 2) produ tion is e e tive only in the
resonant regime. Therefore, we need an approximation
that is valid in the vi inity of the resonan e. Moreover,
sin e the resonan e happens only for a short period of

0

(Z

)!

Tf

dT
;
(17)
H
T
1
where we have used a parametrisation in terms of the
temperature T instead of time. Sin e the relevant part
of the integral omes from the vi inity of the resonan e,
we expand the denominator of around y = 1 up to pthe
relevant quadrati term. Expressed in terms of z = 3 y,
and using nally sin 2 ' 2, the integral is
res

Z
Z
1
T resdz
C
2
(18)
dT ' 
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C
2
=
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w
where we have evaluated the bra ed ombination at T res
(sin e it does not depend on T ) and used w = !=T res.
Our main result, namely the fra tion of the energy
stored in the hCMB, is obtained by integrating the probability over the Boltzmann distribution,
Z
15 1 w3
x= 4
:
(19)
P
 w 0 ew 1 !
1
1 exp
P ! (Tf ) =
2
0

0

0

4
To be onservative we shall ut o the integral at small
frequen ies where the strong damping approximation
breaks down, R ' 2, orresponding to !0 ' 2  105
keV. If  is large, this an a e t a sizable part of the
spe trum. Otherwise, we obtain an analyti expression
by expanding (17),
(20)

During this epo h, double Compton s attering is
a tive, sin e 2C  C (!=me )2 is typi ally  H res
(for m & 0:1 meV). Therefore the remaining photons
will regain a bla k body spe trum after the resonant
produ tion.
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Dis ussion and on lusions.- In the region 0:1 meV .
m . 10 meV, the fra tion of photons onverted into
hidden photons depends only very weakly on the mass
( f. Eq. (20) and Fig. 2). For  & 10 5 , the resonant produ tion would be suÆ iently strong to onvert
roughly half the photon energy into hidden photons. This
would learly be in ontradi tion with osmologi al observations: even the onversion of a small part of the
photon energy into hidden photons may leave observable
tra es in the e e tive number of relativisti spe ies Ne
and in the baryon to photon ratio . Using x < 0:2,
from the upper limit on Ne in Eq. (5), or the slightly
weaker onstraint x . 0:32, from the upper limit on  in
Eq. (8), one obtains an upper bound  . (3 4)  10 6,
in the mass range 0:1 meV . m . 10 meV ( f. Fig. 2).
In the mass range 0:15 meV . m . 0:3 meV, this improves upon the previously established upper bounds on
 { from sear hes for deviations from the Coulomb law
and from light-shining-through-walls (LSW) experiments
{ by a fa tor of up to 2 ( f. Fig. 2).
As mentioned earlier, in lusion of Lyman- data seems
to favor higher values of Ne > 3 [7, 8℄. It is tempting
to interpret this in terms of an hCMB (for an alternative
explanation see [19℄). Fortunately, the parameter region
orresponding to the required energy fra tion, x ' 0:1,
an be explored in the near future by pure laboratory experiment, notably by LSW experiments [15℄ or an experiment exploiting mi rowave avities [17℄ ( f. Fig. 2). Furthermore, the hidden photon CMB itself ould be tested
by an experiment like ADMX [20℄ in whi h hidden photons entering a avity an be re onverted into dete table
ordinary photons.
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FIG. 2: Iso ontours of x   = at the CMB epo h in
the mass-mixing plane. The region above x = 0:32 is exluded by the agreement between the baryon to photon ratio inferred from BBN and CMB data, while x > 0:2 is exluded by the upper limits on the osmi radiation density at
CMB, usually expressed in terms of the e e tive number of
neutrinos Ne = 3:046 + Ne . Also shown are the ex lusion bounds from Coulomb law tests [13℄, CAST (Sun) [14℄
and light-shining-through-walls (LSW) experiments [15℄. The
near future prospe ts of the ALPS experiment are also shown
[16℄. Sensitivity in the region labeled `Cavity' an be obtained
by an experiment using mi rowave avities [17℄. The remaining region at higher masses an be probed by solar hidden
photon sear hes [18℄.
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